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 And this circumstance 
of life should also be 
explained to children. 

“EURIA”(Rain)  
Speaks of what happens to us and what we feel when we love 
something and we lose it.

It speaks of the necessary time when sorrow accompanies us to 
calm what hurts. 

It speaks  of loss, large or small, like a natural event.



A visual 

poem

WITHOUT
 WORDS  

“EURIA”
(Rain)  

  A proposal 



“…it started to rain behind the window 
drawn in the dark chamber, and his 
face saddened as he hung his tears 

on the clothesline of the rain....”

“…love, subtle, elegant, ethereal…
made its appearance. It was her and at that 

moment the magic of theatre moved me 
and made me part of what was happening 
there.”

18 February 2017. El Sensiblero



“…She slowly faded away, 
like limelight…”



.... all that time we need to understand 

and accept that something has changed.

 

…that desire to hang on to our sadness 

and pain.





... broken and 
abandoned, that our 
character has decided 
to repair without 
knowing that, from that 
moment on...

...his life will start to 
change.

Another umbrella...



Is made of: drops of water, 
an colourful umbrella, a 
tool box, tears saved in 
drawers, 4 acrobatics, 

another umbrella 
abandoned and broken, 

beautiful gestures in a 
sad song, a crazy iron, 

an alarm clock with lots 
of memories, an exterior 
window and a sun drawn 

on it.

And, by mixing it all in a 
magical way, it appears as 
if we are talking about our 

ability to overcome.

“EURIA”(Rain)  
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“…And so this marvel ended, a love song …”




